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1. The differential sensitivity of sziphenoiissziphenoii nerve fibresfibre in the cat to

block by procaine HUI was re-examined by recording identifiable unit

action potentialspotential from small nerve filanioti ts.

2. Small invelinatet axonsaxon were bhwkct ni ire quickly than large

mvelinated axonsaxon bitt thisthi differential efivt rinil not lie accounted for

by differencesdifference in anacthet ic conceuitrat i1 iei tirements.

3. The onset of block in non-unvcliuiatcd axnsaxn was livcr than equal

to that of small myelinatcd axonsaxon depending on anaesthetic concentration.

4. Absolute differential block of uion-nivelinatecl and small mvelinatcd

axonsaxon was obtained by limiting the length of axonsaxon exposed to procaine

to mm.
5. Differential ratesrate of blocking among myeliflatel axonsaxon appear to

depend on differencesdifference in the length of axonsaxon that must be exposed to

blocking concentrationsconcentration of procaine and to arise from the irregular clistri

bution of such concentrationsconcentration within an exposed nerve.

ITRO DtCTION

PreviousPreviou investigationsinvestigation of the differential block of nerve hbreshbre local

anaestheticsanaesthetic indicate that small axonsaxon are generally more susceptible to

block than are larger axonsaxon Gasser Erlanger. 1929 Heinbecker Bishop

OLeary 193-I MatthewsMatthew Rushworth. 1937 Nathan SearsSear 1961.

In seeking an explanation for differential effectseffect of local anaestheticsanaesthetic

according to fibre size. Nathan SearsSear 9111 Ili2 showed that absolute

differential llock if nerve fibresfibre in spinal rootsroot could lie produced not only

by critically low concentrationsconcentration of procutitit
butt also by solutionssolution critically

deficient in sodium. They tlierch in concluded that liffi_reitt ial blocking

was title to differenresdifferenre iii critical or uuininuil ctnieiqitratititisctnieiqitratititi Cm necessary

to block fibresfibre of VariousVariou sizessize and 1r0P4Sctl that such difFerencesdifFerence must
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reflect differencesdifference in safety factor for conduction between fibresfibre of different

sizes. In contrast to theoriestheorie based on differencesdifference in surface to volume

relationshipsrelationship that do not adequately account for observationsobservation that the

order of recovery is reversed the theory proposed by Nathan SearsSear

satisfiessatisfie the order of hot lx blocking and recovery.

All the previouspreviou observationsobservation including those of Nathan Sean 1961
were based on the disappearance of certain elevationselevation from compound

action potentialspotential recorded from whole nerve tninkstnink or spinal root filaments.

Such elevationselevation represent the sum of numerousnumerou individual action potentialspotential

and the detailsdetail of behaviour of individual axonsaxon cannot he observed. How
ever in any condition in which total block preceded by progressive

slowing of conduction velocity the losslos or the reduction of certain eleva

tionstion can occur not only by blocking but also by slowing conduction in

individual axonsaxon at different rates. In the latter case late componentscomponent of

original elevationselevation may lisappear into the base line before their axonsaxon are

actually blocked cf. Fig. in Paintal 196.3. In the present study such

uncertaintiesuncertaintie were avoided by recording from small bundlesbundle or filamentsfilament

of axonsaxon that contained only few active fibresfibre thereby permitting

continuouscontinuou observation of the all-or-none conduction in individual axonsaxon
at all timestime Franz Iggu. 96- ThisThi discrete information is not available

when recording frotn larger populationspopulation of axons.

Our studiesstudie indicate that tliflerential block of peripheral nerve by local

anaestheticsanaesthetic is attributable to differencesdifference in the critical length of axonsaxon
that must be blocked rather than to differencesdifference in minimal concentrationsconcentration

necessary to block axonsaxon of different sizes. preliminary report of some
of thisthi work has been presented Perry Franz 1970.
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METHODSMETHOD

ExperimentsExperiment were condi Lete it adult CutSCut anu sit irt ized with sort iurn pento
barhitone. 3.54i4 mg/kg. inrraperitineallv. supplemented tw smaller intravenousintravenou

dosesdose as required. Deep body temperature was rimaintaiiieml lucasluca 37 by thermo

statically controlled external heater. The 5tpltemtllls5tpltemtlll nerve was exposed between the

knee and groin arid prepared for stimulation and recoiling fm-mn tine nerve strandsstrand as

shots-it in Fig. and described previously Iggo. 33. 957 ChambersChamber Franz
1968. The nerve was crusleql with ligature distal to tIre recording sit. Conduction

distancesdistance were between 1i2 and nun
Midway between stirmilating arid reor hug sitssit sgrruemmt rif nerve trunk was
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then sealed water-tight by applying liquid solution of agar in normal saline

Andersen. LeeksLeek Loyning. 1964 around the open slit Figs. and TA. The liquid

agar was applied at teiuprature If 4iI43 and it rapidly congealed upon cooling

few degrees. The top of the open chamber extended above the level of mineral oil

which covered the rest of the exposed nerve and tissue. Mammalian-Locke solutionssolution

alone or containing van ma concentrationsconcentration of po caine hydrochloride 0-01 5_0.

at 37 were washed in and suetioned oft by tithestithe leading into the chamber. The

Mammalian-Locke solution hail the following composition m31 NaCI 154 5-6

CaCl. 22 XalC03. 1-8 glucose. 541. The pH of the solutionssolution was between 7-0 and

7-2. Bathing soliition could be completely exchanged within 34 sec as tested by
dye washout. Prolonged exposure of the nerve to lye solution also indicated that

pen.rratiQn of the dye along the nerve oiitsule the inner limitslimit of the chamber was

le than -5 mm. flit cylindrical chamber trliatneter. 24 mm shown in Fig. was

ud al xpermmnent except those in which short lengthslength of netce were exposed

to procain Fig. 7.11. ChambersChamber u-crc fihlel to depth of about 10mm.

Nerve filament

Agar seal

nerve

Epineurium

nerve

Medial aspect

of cat

hind leg
4oulium pen to-

-r intravenousintravenou

by thermo

between the

en-c strandsstrand as

thersther Franz
te. Conduction

n-c trunk was
k-r microscopic

4ec1 individual.

xeept that the

or constriction

of nerve was
1U4. ansI 7.1

chamber was

Fig. 1. Diagram of experimental arrangement and enlarged diagram of re

cording site. The nerve segment passing through the bathing chamber was

cleaned of connective tissue as shown in the enlargement. but the pen
neurimim was not slit. CatsCat foot and bathing chamber were clamped rigidly

to prevent movement.

The procedure for dissecting filamentsfilament for recording is illustrated in Fig. 1. After

dissecting connective tissue away friun tIme fascielesfasciele longitudinal slit was made in

the pertneitrutmn of on fascicle to expose the enclosed axons. tine filament of

axonsaxon witswit then lissectisl away frnu the re-a mid placed on the recording electrodes.

The number of active hlrshlr in tilatniqit was iti-terinineil by stimulating at

frequenciesfrequencie of li2ii/see while raising mlii intensity so slowly that unit action poten
tiaLstiaL were added one at time see Brown Iggo 1967 Fig. for an example.
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If the number of active fibresfibre Was too great to distinguish individual unitsunit usually

greater than 13. the nunileer was further reduced by plitttitz tie. filament. Obtaining

filamentsfilament with satisfaeteerv ditrihettion if mveliintteel axonsaxon was not difficult.
Th

However. selection eel -aretitils-aretitil likIi ab-o eeintain-d satisfaete .rc number of nn ect

mvclinated axonsaxon was noire difficult often there was Leone or there were too many. simultanec

During cxperiineirtal trialstrial the nerve wa stiintihtted once every or see at supra- axonsaxon of ci

maximal intensity and rep risesrise we-r- displayed on an oscilloscope Tektronix from fila

502A or 363 and pitoteegrapheed. legeted tinier iteflexor. Btoelecxric projected
th

on to the oscilloscope screen provided cii. accurate record of elapsed time see of pe

procaine exposure on ecichi ph ct egrapluc record. MeasurenientsMeasurenient 11 ceencluction veloci- control re

tiestie and bI eking timestime were made from enlarge projectionsprojection eel the film. exposure
Thee identification invelinateel and ii .n-nivehiiiated axonsaxon was based on measure

inentsinent of condueti en velocity in tin ahseioe procaine at 17 C. and 2-5 ni/sec was

chosen as the dividing line Gasser. li3ii Irro. 1938. Figs. and illustrate typical

recordsrecord of strandsstrand containing Is tic my lineal and nori-rnyelinated axons. The

potentialspotential generated by niyehinatd axonsaxon were clearly separated from those of

nen-mvehinated axons. Ceilec clad its lie swed that rite sI west nivelinated axonsaxon
examined had conduct ii en vel eitie greater lion in/sec whereaswherea non-myelinated

axonsaxon conducted at lessles tItan 12 in/sec. Unit .tentials.tential too small to he clearly dis

tinguished fr-em riaise were not incherile in int-astiremeiitsint-astiremeiit thisthi restriction was

especially important for the en -myelaiated axe ens whiee tentialstential were usually

small. Axon were cons. here. Iii elced cit dieSdie nine -lien their unit poteritcalspoteritcal first

disappeared priiiari-r.t1 Irene the trae.

RESULTSRESULT

Conduction
rc-locetej

The velocitiesvelocitie at which impulsesimpulse were conducted in intln-idual axonsaxon

through the sect ion of nerve bathed in procaine slowed progressively

before complete block. ThisThi slowing caused dispersion i.e. differential

increase in latency of the unit potentialspotential recorded from individual axonsaxon
in any strand 50 that each could be readily identified and followed until

its sudden disappearance from the trace. CalcttlationsCalcttlation of average con

duction velocity through the chamber indicated that minimal conduction

velocitiesvelocitie just prior to complete block varied over wide range. Some of the

largest mvelinated axonsaxon reached lO0 of their normal conduction velocity
Fig.

before block whereaswherea some of the small mvelinated axonsaxon were blocked my-.

rtI
after slowing to only 70SO of normal. Fig. showsshow that minimal con- cake

duction velocitiesvelocitie were clearly related to fibre size. The largest axonsaxon cent.

reached much lower average conduction velocitiesvelocitie than did the smallest diff

axonsaxon before their conduction was blocked. ValuesValue for intermediate-sized

axonsaxon formed continuum between the two extremesextreme peak sti

In addition to the reductionsreduction iii conduction velocity prior to block the second

maximum frequency tel un lililseslililse that ax. ins iiiilcl conduct w-asw-a also -as blo

decreased. impairnient ztt any tiiiii lit-in iilorc s.veri- iii small than in
rccorl.

large axons. slowed

height
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tiltstilt usually

t. Obtaining Differential block of inyslinnted axonsaxon

The technique of recording front fine nerve filamentsfilament permitted the

too many. simultaneoussimultaneou determination of blocking timestime for up to fifteen individual

cc at supra- axonsaxon of different sizes. The seriesserie of potentialspotential in Fig. was recorded
iTektronix from filament containing four alpha and three delta fibresfibre and illustrate

the type of data obtained in these experiments. The first trace showsshow

tin veloci- control response and the other tracestrace are responsesresponse at variousvariou timestime after

i.

exposure to 0S procaine solution. The small late hump on the delta

.5 tn/sec was
rate typical

100

itxsns. The

tu those of

Latecl axonsaxon

-myeltnared 80

dearly dis.

rietion %V55

ee usually

er2rlalser2rlal first
60

.AS

40-

lualtixonslualtixon

gressively

20-hiferential

lual axonsaxon
wed until

rage con

onthiction 20 40 60 80 100

orne of the Normal conduction velocity rn/set

velocity FiR. 2. Relationship between normal conduction velocitiesvelocitie of fifty-five

blocked myelinutteu axonsaxon at 37J and nuinimat proportional conduction velocitiesvelocitie

timal con-
ri-corded Just before block by procaine Hut 05. Minimal valuesvalue were

cuilcutlateil the basisbasi of average slowing in the 21 mm nerve segment
.est axonsaxon contained within thi bathing chamber. Different syinhuulssyinhuul represent four

smallest diffurent catscat frun which inclusive clara were obtained front seven filaments.

hate-sized

peak suddenly disappeared at 53 sec. indicating block of that axon. The

block the second delta fibre was blocked 10 sec later and the remaining delta fibre

was also was blocked at 74 sec. Note the increasesincrease in latency compared to the control

if than in record. By 112 sec conduction in the slowest alpha fibre was noticeably
slowed anti it was blocked within sec. The sudden reduction in peak

height between 170 and 175 sec indicatesindicate that second alpha fibre was
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blocked. Block of the remaining two alpha fibresfibre is shown in the last two due to var

records. In Fig. 3B the conduction velocitiesvelocitie of these seven axonsaxon are tion of th

plotted according to their respective blocking timestime and the order of block small axo

according to fibre size is clear apparent.

Fig. showsshow the blocking timestime of 174 myelinated axonsaxon according to

their conduction velocitiesvelocitie determined as shown in Fig. 3. Some of the

J\J2se
J\s3se J\

117 sec

240

J58sec J170se
1160

ftjl7Sse
2lSsec 30

 8sec

\J 2lOsec

Ii
74sec

342sec
20 40 60 80

.... 200
Conduction velocity msec

msec

Fig. 3. Differential rate of blocking of myelinatecl axonsaxon by 05% procaine

HCI. Sequential recordsrecord luring block of four alpha and thiee delta fibresfibre

are shown in A. Time see after start of exposure to procaine is indicated

above each trace initial small deflexionsdeflexion indicate stimulusstimulu artifacts. ConSCon
ditetion dktztnee. 73 mm. Blocking timestime of the axonsaxon in are plotted

in aecon ling to their conduction velocities.

variability seen here was probably clue to differencesdifference in time for diffusion
Fig.

of the drug to the axons. AxonsAxon buried deep in fascicle are lessles accessible The

to the drug than those lying close to the surface de Jong 1970 and would 6Mm

therefore require more time for block. Such differencesdifference in accessibility
velo.

account for observationsobservation that the order of block in some filamentsfilament was not
Th

strictly according to fibre size few larger axonsaxon being blocked before all
eo

the smaller axons. Likewise axonsaxon of the same size in any filament were
or er

those ott

seldom blocked at the same time Fig. .3. However the order of block in

several filamentsfilament in which blocking teststest Were repeated after complete

recovery was the same. Another source of variability resulted from pooling

the data front different preparationspreparation since the timestime required for complete
block among different lreParationslreParation were not strictly uniform presumably
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due to variable amountsamount of remaining epineurium that impedesimpede penetra

tion of the drug. Despite these sourcessource of variability the tendency for

small axonsaxon to be blocked by procaine before large axonsaxon is readily

apparent.
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Fig. 4. Blocking timestime of myclinated axonsaxon exposed to 0-5 procaine HG.
The individual blocking timestime of 174 myelinated axonsaxon in twentv.two

filamentsfilament from four catscat are plotted according to their normal conduction

velocities. Exposure length. 20 mm.

The order of recovery upon washing was virtually the reverse of the

order of blocking. Those axonsaxon that were blocked last recovered first and

those blocked first recovered last. Complete recovery of all axonsaxon to their

control latency after the start of intermittent washout usually required

3043 mm.
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Jlyelinated vs. non-rn yelinated axonsaxon

ComparisonsComparison of blocking timestime between myelinatecl and non-myelinated In

axonsaxon exposed to 02 procaine solution were made in five experiments. COU
In general non-myclinated and small myelinated axonsaxon were blocked at

onis- ti

about the same time. bitt in two experimentsexperiment some non-mvelinated axonsaxon

were still conducting after all the delta and some alpha fibresfibre had been

blocked. In Fig. 3.4 in which seven myelinated anti six non-myelinated

axonsaxon recorded from the same filament are compared the latter persisted

until the three delta and two of the four alpha fibresfibre were blocked two of

the non-rnyelinated axonsaxon survived blockade of all but one alpha fibre

70 see but were blocked at 74 sec.

ti

____
Iioo

22 sec

120

38 sec

80

l0sec-L.- 40

l4lsect
30 5070 90

Conduction velocity sec

Fig. 5. Differential rate of blocking of myelinatecl and non-invelinated

axonsaxon by 02 procaine HCI. showsshow sequential block of axonsaxon in nerve

filament containing seven myelinated axonsaxon left. normal conduction

velocities. t36i m/sec aniL six distinguishable non-myelinated axonsaxon
right normal conduction velocitiesvelocitie 092l14 m/sec. Right trace startsstart

40 msec after end of left trace. Time sec after introduction of procaine is

indicated on the left. Conduction distance SI mm exposure leisth. 20 mm.
CalibrationsCalibration left. msec. 51 uV right. .5 msec. 23 pV. Graph in showsshow
the blocking timestime for twenty mvelinated and thirty-four non.myelinated

axonsaxon aerirtling to their normal cnduction velocities. These data scere

obtained in two preparationspreparation finn five filamentsfilament containing both t3-pest3-pe of

axon.

The blocking timestime of myelinated and non-myelinatetl axonsaxon determined

from five filamentsfilament containing both are compared in Fig. .5B. These experi

mentsment indicated that non-myelinated axonsaxon were no more susceptible to did

block than were the delta and some of the smaller alpha fibres. Again the sot

differential rate of blocking amllc inyclinated axonsaxon according to size ccii

was quite evident.
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In contrast to the observationsobservation of Nathan SearsSear on spinal rootsroot 1961.

we could not find concentration of procaine that would selectively block

only the smaller myeLinated axons. SolutionsSolution containing 0113 procaine

Control Control

Jisec 14 mmii 56 sec

24 miii sec 23 miii 51 sec

37 miii 30 sec

determined

hese experi

sceptible to

Again the

Ling to size

axonsaxon by minimum blocking couc.ntrtt is of procaine HUt Il112

Time in minutesminute and secondssecond is indicated al ye each trace. The oscilloset pe

time base was alternated between sweep. generated at 13 sec intervalsinterval

to record the detail of both groupsgroup of axons. Bottom tracestrace show the

survival of four non.myelinated axonsaxon after alt myelinatesi axonsaxon were

blocked. Conduction distance 68 iota exposure length. ruin initial

deflexionsdeflexion indicate stimulusstimulu artifacts.

did not block most mvetinated axonsaxon within one hour whereaswherea 002 ii

solutionssolution blocked all of them in the same order as seen with higher con

centrationscentration but much longer exposure tinwstinw were required. However

during experimentsexperiment with low concentrationsconcentration of procaine it was found that
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some non-myelinated axonsaxon continued to conduct after all the myelinated

axonsaxon were blocked. The seriesserie of tracestrace in Fiz. is taken from an experi
ment in which the nerve was exposed to O02 solution of procaine.

variety of nine rnyelinatecl axonsaxon and large undeterniinecl number of

non-myelinated axonsaxon were present in thisthi filament. By 15 mm many of

both typestype of axon had been blocked. By 24 mm more non-myelinated

than myelinated axonsaxon were still conducting. The last trace showsshow the

persistence z.F tour non-niyelinatecl axonsaxon after the remaining rnyelinatecl

axonsaxon were blocked.

50 pV

rnsec

j3634secec

Fig. A. diagramsdiagram of modified. wNlge.shaped bathing chamber with which

it was possible to arrange the exposure length between and 141 mm.
B. ahsohiitt diffe-rential block of niyelinated axonsaxon by O2 procaine HOE.

Serpiential reconlsreconl how progressive block of liir delta fibresfibre by 858 see
thr alpha fibresfibre two in flrMt pFak. one in 4reonrl peak wrre not blocked

after hr. Conduction distance. 85 mm exp.stzre length. mm as shown
in A.

While testing sub-blocking concentrationsconcentration of procaine it was noted that

block could be induced if the temperature of the procaine solution in the

chamber was lowered by SlO C. Chamber solutionssolution could be rapidly

cooled to thisthi extent by leaving the suction on after the inflow had been

shut off Thk prart ice was -iik IN in it her test iii. hut it demonstrated

the ath litive effect of local anaest hetic arid cooling on nerve conduction.
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Fig. 8. Differential block of myelinated axonsaxon during exposure ol mm of

aphenottsaphenott nerve to or O.20 procaine HUt. AxonsAxon that Were not blocked

within 64 mn are cinnpared with those that were blocked. The data include

thirty alpha 35 rn/see and tlurty.three delta 30 rn/see axonsaxon
recorded from eight filamentsfilament in three catscat blocking timestime of twelve non
myelinated axonsaxon from two of the filamentsfilament iii one cat are also plotted itt the

far left. No systtmnarir differencesdifference between the and o2 procaine
solutionssolution were found in these experiments.

The length of nerve exposed to procaine was varied between and 10mm
in different expcrimentsexpcriment by using modihed bathing chamber as shown in

Fig. 7.4. When mm or more of nerve was exposed it. was not possible

to produce an absolute differential block of small niyelinated axons. In

fact all axonsaxon were blocked within 12 mm when mm of nerve was

exposed to 02 solution. However when unIv mm of nerve was

DIFFERENTIAL SERVE BLOCK BY PROCAINE

Blorking short lengthslength qf nerve
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Since an absolute differential block between large and small myelinated

fibresfibre could not be achieved by varying the concentration of procaine the

possibility that differencesdifference in critical length of axonsaxon exposed to blocking

concentrationsconcentration of procaine might explain the order of block according to

fibre size was tested.
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exposed to 01 or 02 solution of procaine for more than hr all of the

delta fibresfibre could be blocked wit hout blocking the larger myelinated fibres.

The seriesserie of potentialspotential in Fig. from one such experiment show the

successive block of conduction in four delta fibresfibre within 858 sec. The last

trace showsshow that the three alpha fibresfibre were still functional after hr.

ResultsResult of eight experimentsexperiment including those in Fig. TB in which only

mm of nerve was exposed to procaine are shown in Fig. 8. In these

experimentsexperiment only filamentsfilament containing clearly separated alpha and delta

populationspopulation of axonsaxon were tested in order to avoid axonsaxon with intermediate

conduction velocitiesvelocitie that might have partially obscured the absolute

difference between the two populations. Despite thisthi precaution three of

the smaller alpha axonsaxon were also blocked within the one-hour time limit

see Discussion. Non-mvelinatecl axonsaxon were blocked at about the same

time as the delta fibresfibre in these experiments.

DISCtSSION

The technique of recording from small bundlesbundle of axonsaxon providesprovide
distinct improvement over the conventional method of recording from

nerve trunks. By monitoring conduction in small numbcr of individual

axons. their blocking timestime can be accurately determined regardlessregardles of

pnor slowing. Measuring the reduction in peak heightsheight of compound
action potentialspotential doesdoe not allow for thisthi slowing of conduction and lackslack

sensitivity for accurate determination of conduction failure.

In general. however our resultsresult agree with previouspreviou conclusionsconclusion that

smaller myelinated axonsaxon are blocked by local anaestheticsanaesthetic before large

axons. The non-myelinated axonsaxon were about equally as sensitive to local

anaesthetic block as were the small myelinated axonsaxon except when threshold

concentrationsconcentration of procaine were used. As noted previously by Nathan

SearsSear 1961 some non-niyelinated axonsaxon were niore resistant to block by

procaine than were the smaller rnyelinated axons. In the present experi

mentsment some non-myelinated axonsaxon were even more resistant than large

myelinated axonsaxon when exposed to threshold concentrationsconcentration Fig. 6. The

greater resistance of some non-myelinated axonsaxon to block by low con

centrationscentration of procaine or by sodium deficiency was attributed by Nathan

searssear 1961. 1902 to the difference in mode of conduction for mi-elm

ated and non-mvelinated fibres. In non-mvelinated fibresfibre only the adjacent

area along an axon must 1e activated for propagation of action potentialspotential

whereaswherea in elinated axonsaxon the action currentscurrent generated at one node

must he sufficient to depolarize the next node to threshold. These corn

parable resultsresult suggest that the safety factor for conduction may be some
what greater in non-inyelinated than in tnyelinated axons. similar
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explanation was tendered to account for the greater resistance of non

mvelinated axonsaxon to block by low temperaturestemperature Paintal 1967 Franz

Iggo. 1968.

Despite repeated attemptsattempt to produce an absolute differential block of

small myelinated axonsaxon by varying the concentration of procaine no such

concentration was found either all axonsaxon were blocked or few were

blocked within 0005 difference in concentration. Our experimentsexperiment

indicate that 002 procaine is just above threshold for blocking all the

saphenoussaphenou myelinated fibresfibre within hr.

An absolute differential block between alpha and delta fibresfibre was

obtained only in experimentsexperiment in which the length of nerve exposed to

procaine was limited to mm. ThisThi observation is readily explained by

differencesdifference in their respective internodal lengths. The estimated internodal

length of the delta fibresfibre tested in these experimentsexperiment variesvarie between O3

and 07 mm 1230 m/sec that for the alpha fibresfibre variesvarie between 0.8 and

14 mm 3583 m/sec Hursh 1939 Coppin Jack 1972. If three

successive nodesnode must be inactivated to block conduction completely

Tasaki. 1953 it followsfollow that mm exposure would be sufficient to

block three or more nodesnode of delta fibres. but the alpha fibresfibre would escape

total block because only one or two nodesnode would usually be exposed to

the anaesthetic. However it is possible for three successive nodesnode of

axonsaxon with internodal lengthslength of 0SlO mm to be contained within the

mm which may account for the occasional block of small alpha fibresfibre

that occurred in these experimentsexperiment Fig. 8. The necessity for inactivating

sufficient number of nodesnode to insure block of the largest myelinated fibresfibre

was appreciated by previouspreviou investigatorsinvestigator in exposing mm or more of

nerve to the local anaesthetic Gasser Erlanger 1929 Heinbecker et al.

1934 Rushworth 1957Nathan SearsSear 1961 1970.

The foregoing considerationsconsideration provide tenable explanation for the

sequence of block from small to large myelinated axons. that is the differ

ential rate of blocking by local anaesthetics. The importance of exposure

length for conduction block suggestssuggest that minimal blocking concentra

tion would reach the shorter critical length of small axonsaxon before reaching

the longer critical length of large axonsaxon and the sniall axonsaxon would be

blocked first.

Although the perineurium and perineural epithclium are known to

present the main barriersbarrier to penetration of local anaestheticsanaesthetic and other

substancessubstance into nerve tsciclestscicle Shantha Bourne 196$ de Jong. 1970

discrete information regarding intimate diffusion arou cut individual axonsaxon

within fascielesfasciele is not available. In view of the tight packing of axonsaxon
Schwann cellscell and nivelin and endoneural connective tissue within nerve

fasciclcsfasciclc the extracellular space available lor rapid and uniform distribu

hr all of the
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tion of foreign substancessubstance is necessarily limited Sunderland. 106.5. Indeed recede primar

brief exposure to raihoactu-ely labelled. extracellular fluid indicatorsindicator has distributed ul

demonstrated sparse and uneven labelling around tensely packed melin early are exp.

ateci nerve fibresfibre compared to adjacent connective tissue Brown Stunipf period of time

Roth 1969. An irregular distribution of extracellular markersmarker throughout strongly born

the endoneurium was also evident in immature mouse nerve exposed to differential

protein tracerstracer for 24 hr Kristensson. 1970 Kristensson Olson 1971. have been ch

Therefore unitbrm distribution of local anaesthetic moleculesmolecule around all observed RI
axonsaxon within the early minutesminute of exposure to even suprathresholcl con- mechanism

centrationscentration would appear unlikely both bloekin

Direct evidence for an irregular listribution of intrafascicular procaine

was furnished in our exlerinientsexlerinient with the 20 mm chamber by comparing

the degree of average conduction slowing in individual axonsaxon just prior to

block. In contrast to the nearly uniform slowing of conduction velocity in

mvelinatetl axonsaxon during exposure to cold in similar experimentsexperiment Paintal

1063 Franz Iggo. lOGS. the degree of slowing among axonsaxon exposed to

procaine was not unifbrm tEig. 2. In the cold block studiesstudie of Franz

Iggo. minimum conduction velocitiesvelocitie of sample of thirteen myelinated

axonsaxon just prior to block ran2ed between 14 and 4Ii of control valuesvalue

mean. 23 However. tit bet re block by procaine minimum valuesvalue

from representative anhlle of fift -five axonsaxon varied between and

SI Inasmuch as the untlerlving mechanismsmechanism responsible for conduction

slowing and ultimate block hot Ii hy cold and by local anaesthetic are

probably very similar. the much higher average conduction velocitiesvelocitie and

their wide variability just before block by procaine must reflect large

rcgional differencesdifference in the distribution and concentration of the anaesthetic

within an exposed nerve fascicle. ThisThi conclusion is strongly supported by
the data presented in Fig. which showsshow definite tendency for small

axonsaxon to be blocked at relative conduction velocitiesvelocitie that were much higher

than those for large axons. Since these data are based on atercge conduction

velocitiesvelocitie along 20 mm of exposed nerve the systematic variation accord

ing to axon size indicatesindicate that the anaesthetic was not uniformly distributed

along the total length of each axon especially the small onesone at the time

of block. The tendency for larger axonsaxon to reach lower average conduction

velocitiesvelocitie before blocking reflectsreflect the longer time required for effective

concentrationsconcentration of local anaesthetic to reach the greater proportion of their
Fig. 9.

total length necessary for block. These considerationsconsideration are presented dia rat of

grammatically in Fitr. 9. perinru

Our observationsobservation lint lie order of axon recovery upon removal of the

anaesthetic was virtually tlt reverse of the original order If blocking are

consistent with clinical experience and other experimental reports. These
is asiir

observationsobservation may be explained by tle likelihood that anaestheticsanaesthetic would to bloc
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recede primarily along the same intraUiscicttlar nnitesnnite by which they were

distributed upon entr Fi. 9. Alternatively since those axonsaxon blocked

early are exposed to higher concentrationsconcentration of the anaesthetic for longer

period of time. more time may be required to reduce the concentration of

strongly bound anaesthetic moleculesmolecule to sitlthresholl levels. TheoriesTheorie of

differential block based on surthce to volume relationshipsrelationship de Jong. 1970

have been challenged for their failure to account for the order of recovery

observed Ritchie. Cohen Dripps. 1974. The present proposal for

mechanism of differential block satkiitttorily accountsaccount for the sequence of

both blocking and recovery.
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Our failure to produce absolute differential block between large and

small myelinatecl axonsaxon by adjusting the concentration of procaine differsdiffer

from the resultsresult of Nathan SearsSear 1961. Howevcr their experimentsexperiment

were performed on spinal rootsroot where the barriersbarrier to diffusion of the anaesanae
thetic throughout the nerve are much lessles than in peripheral nerve with

intact perineurium. and unifbrm distribution of the anaesthetic in spinal

rootsroot would be achieved more quickly. ThisThi fundamental difference is

reflected by the longer blocking timestime encountered in the present study

and may account for our inability to demonstrate relationship between

fibre size and minimal anaesthetic concentration requirements. Neverthe

less. our resultsresult on the differential rate of block are in full agreement with

those of Nathan Sears.

Based on their ability to produce absolute differential blocking of small

myelinated fibresfibre in spinal rootsroot by both procaine and sodium-deficient

solutions. Nathan SearsSear 196. 1962 proposed the theory that differential

blocking must indicate differencesdifference in safety factor for conduction between

large and small diameter fibres. However the evidence for differencesdifference in

safety factor among mvelinated axonsaxon is not supported by recent findingsfinding

on cold block of peripheral nerve. Although earlier studiesstudie hail reported

that small peripheral fibresfibre were more readily blocked by cold than large

fibresfibre Lundberg. 194$ DouglasDougla Malcolm. 1955. more reccnt studiesstudie in

which the present technique of recording unit action potentialspotential was

employed demonstrated that all mvelinated axonsaxon were blocked at about

the same temperature regardlessregardles of size Paintal. 1965 Franz Iggo

1968. Since cold block is not restricted by diffusion barriersbarrier but occursoccur by

ionic mechanismsmechanism that are probably similar to anaesthetic block the latter

cold block experimentsexperiment indicate that the safety factor for conduction in

rnyelinated axonsaxon of all sizessize is essentially the same. Our failure to demon

strate absolute differential blocking of peripheral nerve by one-hour

exposure to low concentrationsconcentration of procaine is consistent with thisthi con
clusion. Therefore we have proposed an alternate theory of differential

blockade by local anaestheticsanaesthetic above based on differencesdifference in the critical

length of axonsaxon of different sizessize that must be exposed to blocking con
centrations. The possibility that differential dispersion of individual action

potentialspotential front small mvelinated axonsaxon which is evident in our FiguresFigure
could have influenced the observationsobservation of Nathan SearsSear 1961. 1962 on

differential blocking of spinal rootsroot by critical concentrationsconcentration of procaine

or sodium cannot be resolved by the present study.

In addition to differencesdifference in onset of complete block among axonsaxon
\Vedensky or transition block undoubtedly contributescontribute grtatlv to lifter

ential effcctseffcct observed clinically. Before corn plite block the maximum

frequency of impulsesimpulse that axonsaxon can carry is progressively reduced
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large and
according to their normal conduction velocity. Since many sensory it-

sine differsdiffer
ceptorsceptor respond to mild or intense stimulation by generating high fre

xperimentsxperiment quenciesquencie of impulsesimpulse considerable sensorssensor impairment would be anticipated
the anaes- in the absence of complete block. Such considerationsconsideration may also partially

nerve with account for differential block between sensory and motor functions.

ic in spinal Although size for size sensory axonsaxon are apparently no more sensitive to

ifference is local anaestheticsanaesthetic than are motor axonsaxon MatthewsMatthew Rushworth 1957
sent study D. N. Franz L. Mabev. unpublished motor fibresfibre normally function at

ip between
frequenciesfrequencie well below 3i Hz FreyschussFreyschus Knutsson 1971 Tan 1971

Neverthe- whereaswherea many sensory fibresfibre normally carry much higher frequencies.

ement with
Conseijuentlv low frequency motor function could persist after higher

frequency sensory function has been severely impaired by transition block.

ng of small An additional and probably more important factor accounting for

m-deflcient differential block of sensory and motor fibresfibre relatesrelate directly to their

differential relative sizes. Except for the large Type propnoceptive afferent fibresfibre
on between most other afferent fibresfibre are snialler than skeletal motor fibresfibre Boyd
iferencesiference in Davey. 968 and would therefore be blocked first and recover last.

nt findingsfinding
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